
A SCHOOL CARNIVAL

School carnivals are a hit with students and parents alike. Here's how to make yours shine.

Custom Snapchat Geofilters: Design a custom filter for Snapchat photos that matches your carnival theme for
attendees to share and promote while they socialize their carnival experience. Interactive games are one of the
hallmarks of a carnival. The reward for all your hard work is when you see kids, parents, and teachers having a
blast. Choose your location. Reserve sufficient room to help ensure the events flows smoothly without
congestion. Carnival attendants may at times decide to purchase additional tickets, as opposed to sticking with
winning tickets to enable them to purchase the prizes they want. Guess what? If you think silly string would be
a big seller, have plenty of that on hand and mark it up. The person standing on a marked spot when the music
stops gets a prize. You can also require the vendors provide some kind of freebie or activity to whoever visits
their booth. This is an all-time favorite families love! Bounce house: This might seem like a big expense, but
parent groups that have them say they pay for themselves by bringing the crowds. If a football throwing
competition would be popular, give them that. Create holes in a large cardboard box and cover each hole with
decorative tissue paper. Add a scarecrow, skeleton or other festive props. One year, the Fort Belvoir PTO tried
a punch card that allowed participants to claim a big prize at the end of the day. Wristbands can also be sold at
the entrance can also help eliminate cash and guarantee that every person who plays a game pays at the
entrance. Take into consideration the need to make a profit and the estimated number of attendees and players
to ensure you arrive at a good estimate of the expected sales. Set a start and end time. You can even add a
special prize offering to the kid who collects the most ribbons.


